VISICOM 4000

ADVANCED
FEATURES
Pertains to all 3 models, Standard, Extended and Pro

EXTERNAL

COMPLETELY RELIABLE
C

POWER CUBE

RF COMMUNICATIONS
R
New radio-based VisiCom 4000 works without
N
room-to-room wiring in even the toughest environments. Older buildings, buildings with split
power services, or the use of other RF equipment
pose no problem for wireless communications
with VisiCom 3000, guaranteed.

IINDIVIDUAL

A miniature wall cube power supply eliminates
the only heat producing component from
VisiCom’s interior. Units are cool to the touch,
and product life is extended as a result. The tiny
external power supply also makes it easy to reset the unit if needed and enhances powerline
surge protection.

WORLDWIDE

PERSONAL TONES
P
Choose from among various tones or assign
C
different tones to different people. With personalized chime tones, you can recognize your
messages without having to look at VisiCom’s
display, and without diverting your attention
from the task at hand.

AGENCY ACCEPTANCE
Wall cube power supplies are available to meet
worldwide power specifications for 110 or 220
volts, 50 or 60 Hertz, and with every available
international plug style. They carry worldwide
agency acceptance including UL, CSA and CE.

FRONT PANEL

ONE-BUTTON
O

CONTROLS

MESSAGE CANCEL
M
Use of the bottom row End buttons has been
U
enhanced to allow message cancellation simply
by pressing the button below your assigned
Call button. There’s no need to scroll through
the message queue to respond to and cancel a
message. Message response is instantaneous.

COME HERE...OR
C

MEET ELSEWHERE
M
Units are no longer limited to one room desU
ignation. If you need to page staff members to
meet at some other location, or if you need a
central location that can direct staff to various
locations, each bottom row button can be assigned a room designation of your choosing.

Added front panel buttons allow users to reset
any VisiCom unit in the event of a power
disruption without disturbing any of VisiCom’s
programmed settings; particularly handy for
built-in units. Enhanced access is provided to
programmed settings, and a new tone demonstration mode let’s you select from VisiCom’s
set of distinctive tones.

PLUG IN

RF BOOSTER
An inexpensive wireless plug-in RF booster is
available for installations spanning multiple
floors or where remote units are further than
fifty to sixty feet away from other units.
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